


" This Israeli act is taking the Bass to a new level " 
Diplo (Mad Decent) 

BEMET is the alter ego Israeli phenomenon  electronic artist - Hod Moshonov. Following his last India tour 
summer 2016, he revealed a collaboration with Tommy (Tamar Antler) A Brazilian - Israeli unique singer,  DJ 
& outstanding performer who leads to BEMET's new live set. 

A precious jazz talent from early childhood, Hod was awarded a full scholarship at Berklee College of Music 
aged 18 as well as being personally considered to Grammy 58th nomination for the best contemporary 
instrumental album as a producer for the Dor Assraf new album and was immortalized by the New York 
Times for his performance on the Monk institute Jazz competition when he was 22 years old. 

Under the BEMET moniker Hod has been steadily building momentum over the last two years working with 
the giant dubstep artist - Borgore, supporting for the enormous Major Lazer, recording and arranging for 
Assaf Avidan latest gold album " Gold shadow ", touring around  the world with the uprising A-WA group, 
traveled with the legendary drummer Poggie Bell and collaborating with DJ Braindead , rapper E-Z and Ido B 
& Zooki. BEMET performed at coveted festivals and stages around Europe , U.S.A and Asia such as - South 
by South West , Paleo�and Drum & Bass festival in Dresden. The live show is an explosion of light and sound 
that has drawn comparisons with the energy of the Prodigy and the intensity of Die Antwoord next to 
hipness of MO & Major Lazer.  BEMET is larger than life playing his custom made keytar, an instrument he is 
single handedly returning from it’s 80’s purgatory. Accompanied by Tommy who also MC's and sings in her 
own hypnotic style, combing her Brazilian roots along with the Samba dancing skills, making this sexy,
boundaries crossing  performance a massive hit.

BEMET is about to drop his new single Booty bass featuring Israeli superstar Inbal Bibi by fall 2016.  He
recorded so far Two albums under the labels - Inch Per second & Raw Tapes. Those two, got great response 
from critics and magazine around the world such as - Brooklyn Radio , BBC & and Poplock. Also, the Track 
#Ubber Dance received the title "Track of the month" on Nova Radio at Tokyo and got different remixes . 
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